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In topological semimetals and nodal superconductors, band crossings between occupied and unoccupied
bands form stable nodal points/lines/surfaces carrying quantized topological charges. In particular, in cen-
trosymmetric systems, some nodal structures at the Fermi energy EF carry two distinct topological charges,
and thus they are called doubly charged nodes. Here we show that doubly charged nodal surfaces of centrosym-
metric superconductors in three-dimensions always develop peculiar linking structures with nodal points or lines
formed between occupied bands below EF . Such linking structures can naturally explain the inherent relation-
ship between the charge of the node below EF and the two charges of the nodal surfaces at EF . Based on
the Altland-Zirnbauer (AZ)-type ten-fold classification of nodes with additional inversion I symmetry, which
is called the AZ+I classification, we provide the complete list of linking structures of doubly charged nodes
in centrosymmetric systems. The linking structures of doubly charged nodes clearly demonstrate that not only
the local band structure around the node but also the global band structure play a critical role in characterizing
gapless topological phases.
Introduction.— Gapless topological states, such as topolog-
ical semimetals or nodal superconductors, host stable nodal
points/lines/surfaces at the Fermi energy EF . The stability
of a node is normally characterized by a primary topologi-
cal charge, defined in a lowest dimensional manifold enclos-
ing the node in momentum space. For instance, in three-
dimensional (3D) systems, the primary topological charges
of nodal points (NPs), nodal lines (NLs), nodal surfaces
(NSs) are defined in a two-dimensional (2D) [1–17], one-
dimensional (1D) [13–30], zero-dimensional (0D) [29–37]
subspaces enclosing the node, respectively. However, except
the case of NPs, the primary topological charges of NLs and
NSs do not guarantee their global stability. Namely, a NL
(NS) with a nontrivial 1D (0D) topological charge can be con-
tinuously deformed to a point and then be annihilated. In this
respect, the 1D (0D) primary topological charge of a NL (NS)
indicates only local stability of a part of the node embraced by
the enclosing subspace.
However, according to the recent studies of 3D NL
semimetals in spinless fermion systems with inversion I and
time-reversal T symmetries, there is a class of NLs which are
much more robust than ordinary NLs [20, 27]. Such a robust
NL carries not only a 1D primary topological charge but also
a 2D monopole charge, and thus it is doubly charged [29]. A
doubly charged NL (DCNL) with a nonzero monopole charge,
called a monopole NL, is stable and cannot be annihilated
as long as it does not merge with another monopole NL.
Moreover, a monopole NL at EF is always linked with other
NLs below EF developing so-called the linking structure [see
Fig. 1 (a)]. The extra stability of DCNLs can be naturally ex-
plained when such a linking structure is considered [26, 27].
Doubly charged nodes can also exist in nodal supercon-
ductors. Recently, for instance, by extending the Altland-
Zirnbauer (AZ) classification of topological states to the cases
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FIG. 1. All possible linking structures of nodes in 3D centrosym-
metric systems. Red (Blue) color indicates the node at the Fermi
energy EF (below EF ). (a) A nodal line (NL) at EF is linked with
another NL below EF in class AI and CI. (b) A nodal surface (NS)
at EF is linked with a NL below EF in class BDI. (c) A NS at EF is
linked with a nodal point (NP) below EF in class D.
with additional inversion I symmetry, a systematic classifica-
tion of nodal structures, called the AZ+I classification, was
performed [29]. It is found that doubly charged nodes can
exist in four different AZ+I symmetry classes. Namely, the
class AI and CI support DCNLs while the class BDI and D
support doubly charged NSs (DCNSs). Also a recent study
has shown that a DCNL in the class CI develops a linking
structure [26], which is similar to monopole NLs belonging to
class AI [27]. Considering the close relationship between the
doubly charged nature of NLs and the corresponding linking
structures, it is natural to expect that similar linking structures
can also be developed in superconductors with DCNSs.
In this Letter, we show that DCNSs atEF of 3D centrosym-
metric superconductors, belonging to class BDI, exhibit un-
usual linking structures with NLs below EF [see Fig. 1(b)].
The presence of NPs inside DCNSs in class D discovered
in [29], can also be understood in terms of linked nodal struc-
tures [see Fig. 1(c)]. In these systems, the linking structure
naturally explains the fundamental relationship between the
primary charge of nodes below EF and the two charges of the





























AZ+I class πp(MH) node typep=0 p=1 p=2
AI 0 Z2 Z2 line
0 Z2 Z2 line
BDI Z2 Z2 0 surface
0 Z2 Z2 line
D Z2 0 2Z surface
0 0 Z point
CI 0 Z Z2 line
0 Z2 Z2 line
TABLE I. Topological charges of doubly charged nodes at EF and
related nodes below EF . The second column denotes the homotopy
class of the classifying spaceMH when the numbers of occupied and
unoccupied bands are large. Here, for each class, the upper (lower)
row indicates the topological invariant of a node at EF (below EF )
for a given dimension p of the manifold enclosing the node. In each
class, the bold dark symbol indicates the higher dimensional topolog-
ical charge of a doubly charged node at EF while the red symbols
denote the primary topological charges of the nodes at and below
EF which are related to the bold dark symbol through the linking
structure. The last column indicates the node shape where the upper
(lower) one corresponds to the node at EF (below EF ).
complete list of linking structures of doubly charged nodes in
centrosymmetric systems in Table I.
AZ+I classification of nodes.— Let us first briefly recap
the idea of the AZ+I classification. The standard AZ clas-
sification [38] classifies gapped band structures with time
reversal T , particle-hole P , and chiral C symmetries. On
the other hand, the AZ+I classification [29] investigates sta-
ble nodes located at generic momentum k in I symmetric
systems, based on the following three k-local symmetries:
T ≡ T I, B ≡ PI, and C, which transform the Hamilto-
nian H(k) as TH(k)T−1 = H(k), BH(k)P−1 = −H(k),
CH(k)C−1 = −H(k), where T2 = T 2 since T and I com-
mute, while B2 = ±P2 depending on the commutation rela-
tion between P and I. For superconductors, H(k) indicates
the Bogoliubov-de Genn (BdG) mean-field Hamiltonian.
The topological charge of a node is given by the p-th homo-
topy group πp (p = 0, 1, 2) of H(k) (or its classifying space
MH ). Depending on the properties of T, B, C symmetries, we
have different homotopy invariants as shown in Table I. The
nodes at and below EF generally belong to different AZ+I
classes. Explicitly, the nodes below EF for the class AI, BDI,
CI have only T symmetry satisfying T2 = +1 and belong to
the class AI while those for the class D has no symmetry and
belongs to the class A. The corresponding topological charges
are also shown in Table I. Interestingly, for each class in Table
I, the dimension of the secondary charge of the node at EF
(bold symbol in Table I) is identical to the sum of the dimen-
sions of the primary charges (red symbols in Table I) for two
nodes at and below EF , respectively, which is in accordance
with the intrinsic linking between the relevant nodal structures
shown in Fig. 1. For instance, it was shown recently that the
2D topological charge of NLs in the class AI and CI is given
by the product of the primary charge of the NLs at and be-
low EF [26, 27] [see Fig. 1 (a)]. Below we unveil such an
intriguing relationship for DCNSs shown in Fig. 1 (b, c).
Nodal structure in class BDI.— In class BDI, we have T2 =
B2 = C2 = 1. Suppose that there are N occupied and N
unoccupied bands, and the energies of unoccupied bands are
labelled as 0 ≤ E1k ≤ · · · ≤ ENk. Since {H(k), C} = 0,
for an occupied state |uoccnk〉 with the energy −Enk, there is a
relevant unoccupied state |uunoccnk 〉 ∝ C|uoccnk〉 with the energy
Enk (n = 1, · · · , N ). For convenience, we take the following
symmetry representation T = K, C = σz , and B = TC where
K indicates the complex conjugation operator, and the Pauli
matrices σx,y,z act on the particle-hole space. Due to C = σz




where A(k) denotes a N × N real matrix.


































nk|. A band inversion between
|uocc1k 〉 and |uunocc1k 〉 generates a cylindrical NS at EF , and the









where A+(k) (A−(k)) corresponds to the Hamiltonian inside
(outside) of the NS.
The nodal structure at EF can generally be described by an
effective two-band Hamiltonian Heff(k) = hxσx + hyσy +
hzσz with real functions hx,y,z(k) spanned by |uocc1k 〉 and
|uunocc1k 〉. Since T and C symmetries require hy = hz = 0,
the energy gap can be closed if and only if hx(k) = 0. Since
there are three momentum variables while only one equation
needs to be satisfied, a NS is expected at EF . In the case of
nodes belowEF , as the relevant HamiltonianHeff(k) spanned
by |uocc1,2k〉 has only T symmetry that gives hy = 0, one can
expect NLs. Generally, in class BDI, NSs (NLs) appear at
(below) EF .
Explicitly, the topological charges of the NS at EF are de-
fined as follows. The 0D charge c0D is defined as
c0D = sign{detA(kin) · detA(kout)}, (3)
where kin (kout) indicates a momentum inside (outside) the
NS [29]. From Eq. (2), we obtain c0D = −1 for a NS obtained
by a band inversion.
To define the 1D charge c1D of the NS, we consider the








where AFB is an off-diagonal block of the flattened Hamilto-






means the homotopy equivalence
class of O(N) group.
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The 1D charge c̃1D of a NL below EF is defined as fol-
lows. For a NL formed between |uoccn,k〉 and |uoccn+1,k〉, we con-
sider a circle enclosing it, parametrized by θ ∈ [−π, π]. As-
suming that |uocci,k 〉 (i = n, n + 1) changes continuously for
θ ∈ (−π, π) and taking the representation T = K so that the
eigenstates become real-valued, the following should hold at
θ = ±π [27],
|uocci,π 〉 = ±|uocci,−π〉. (5)
If |uocci,k 〉 changes discontinuously (continuously) at θ = ±π,
c̃1D is non-trivial (trivial) [27].
Linking structure.– Linking structure arises if c1D = c̃1D
for a NS with c0D 6= 0, because c̃1D 6= 0 only when a NL ex-
ists below EF . To prove this, we define A±FB(k) correspond-
ing to A±(k) in Eq. (2) for flattened Hamiltonians. Also,
we additionally define A′FB(k) which has the same form as
A−FB(k) but defined inside the NS.
To evaluate c1D, let us consider a circle S1 surrounding
the NS. c1D is given by the homotopy equivalence class of
A−FB(k) on S
1. As A−FB(k) defined outside the NS is con-
tinuously connected with A′FB(k) defined inside the NS,




where S′1 is a circle inside the NS ob-
tained by deforming S1 continuously. Then we ask whether
S′1 can be shrunk to a point while keeping A′FB well-defined
on it. Generally, such a smooth deformation is impossible
when there is a NL inside S′1 where |uocc1k 〉 and |uocc2k 〉 are
degenerate so that A′FB cannot be well defined. When S
′1
encircling the NL is sufficiently shrunk, A′FB(k) may either
stay nearly constant or oscillate prominently on S′1. In the
former (latter) case, the homotopy equivalence class of A′FB
defined on S′1 is trivial (non-trivial). This information is suffi-
cient to characterize c1D because π1(O(N)) = Z2 for N > 2.
For N = 2, as π1(O(2)) = Z, the relevant integer winding
number should be explicitly computed as shown below.
c1D = c̃1D can be shown as follows. Since A+FB(k)
is well-defined inside the NS, c1D can also be determined




1k| on S′1, instead of
A′FB(k). From Eq. (5), we can show that, when c̃1D is non-
trivial, |u↑1k〉〈u
↓
1k| oscillates between 0 and 1/N on S′1, which
indicates that c1D is also nontrivial [see Supplemental Materi-
als (SM) for details]. Hence the NS with nontrivial c1D always
accompanies a NL with nontrivial c̃1D.
Tight binding model.– We first construct a 4-band BdG
Hamiltonian on a hexagonal lattice composed of vertically
stacked honeycomb layers shown in Fig. 2(a). An s orbital
is placed at each lattice site marked by black dots in Fig. 2(a).
As the class BDI has full spin-rotation symmetry, we neglect
the spin degrees of freedom. The normal state is described by
the Hamiltonian




(cos(k · ti)τx + sin(k · ti)τy) , (6)
where Eon is the on-site energy, t (tz) is the intra-layer (inter-
layer) nearest-neighbor hopping, τi are Pauli matrices for the
FIG. 2. Lattice models on a hexagonal lattice composed of stacked
honeycomb layers. (a) Structure of a honeycomb layer where a black
dot indicates an s-orbtial. t1,2,3 and T1,2,3 are relative position vec-
tors between nearest neighboring and next nearest neighboring sites,
respectively. (b) A side view of the lattice. R1,2,3 denote the Bravais
lattice vectors. The green dot indicates the extra lattice site added to
construct 6-band models. (c) The first Brillouin zone (BZ) and its
high symmetry points. (d) NSs (red) with c1D = 1 from the 4-band
model with Eon = −0.5, t = −1, tz = −0.1, ψ0 = 0.5. (e) A
cross section of a NS on the kz = 0 plane where the blue dot at the
center is the NL below EF . The light red (white) region is where
det[A(k)] is positive (negative). (f) The phase of the eigenvalues of
AFB(k) along the black dashed line in (e). (g,h,i) correspond to the
NS with c1D = 0 from the 4-band model with Eon = −2, t = −1,
tz = −0.1, ψ0 = 0.5.
sublattice degrees of freedom. The Hamiltonian has inver-
sion I and time-reversal T symmetries represented by I = τx
and T = K, respectively. We introduce an on-site odd-parity
pairing function δ2(k) = ψ0τz where ψ0 is a real constant.
Then one can define a BdG Hamiltonian for spinless fermions







The NSs of HrBdG are shown in Fig. 2(d) where each NS
encloses an edge of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) parallel to the
kz axis. A cross section of a NS on the kz = 0 plane is plotted
in Fig. 2(e) where the determinant of the off-diagonal block
A(k) of HrBdG(k) is positive (negative) in the red (white)
region. As detA(k) changes sign across the NS, c0D is non-
trivial. c1D is calculated on the dashed black line in Fig. 2(e).
As detA(k) < 0, the dashed black loop can be mapped to
a loop in [O(2)− SO(2)] by AFB(k). AFB(k) can be re-
stricted to SO(2) using a map f : [O(2)− SO(2)] → SO(2)





A, where A ∈ [O(2)− SO(2)].
Since a SO(2) matrix has eigenvalues in the form of
exp(±iφ), c1D can computed using the phase of f(AFB(k))
eigenvalues, which is displayed in Fig. 2(f) where the phase
changes from 0 to 2π, hence c1D = 1. A blue dot at the cen-
ter of Fig. 2(e) indicates the NL between the occupied bands,
consistent with c̃1D = c1D = 1. As Eon decreases, the size
of the NSs increases. At Eon ≈ −0.67, the NSs merge and
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FIG. 3. NSs and Euler angles for 6-band lattice models. (a) A cross
section of the NS with c1D = 1 on the kz = 0 plane. The light red
(white) region has the same meaning as in Fig. 2. (b) Lifted Euler
angles of the flattened Hamiltonian along the dashed black lines in
(a). (c) Components of |uocc1 〉 along the small black circle in (a).
Red, blue and black solid (dashed) curves correspond to the first,
second and third (fourth, fifth and sixth) components of |uocc1 〉. (d-f)
Similar figures for the NS with c1D = 0.
form a single NS enclosing the BZ center. The resulting NS
has c0D = 1, c1D = c̃1D = 0, and there is no NL inside the NS
[see Fig. 2(g-i)].
To examine further the case of 2N bands (N > 2), we ex-
tend HrBdG to a 6-band model by adding an extra s-orbital
at the center between two hexagons in adjacent honeycomb
layers. At the added orbital, we additionally introduce the
on-site potential E′on, the hopping amplitude t
′ between the
added orbital and the two orbitals in honeycomb layers, and
the constant on-site pairing amplitude ψ′0. The parameters of
the 6-band model are chosen such that the nodal structures of
the 4-band and 6-band models are almost the same [see SM.]
To evaluate c1D, we compute the homotopy equivalence
class of AFB(k) ∈ O(3) defined on a circle surrounding
a NS. AFB can be restricted to SO(3) using a map f :
[O(3)− SO(3)] → SO(3) as before. In terms of three Eu-
ler angles α, β, γ ∈ [0, 2π], AFB can be writtened as AFB =
eγL3eβL1eαL3 where Li (i = 1, 2, 3) are generators of Lie
algebra so(3) defined by [Li]jk = −εijk.
To determine the homotopy equivalence class of a closed
loop in SO(3), we examine a lifting of the closed loop to
the double covering group SU(2) by replacing Lj by − i2σj
where σj are Pauli matrices [25], and substituting α, β, γ with
α̃, β̃, γ̃ ∈ [0, 4π], respectively. The lifted loop can take a form
of either a closed loop or an open line because a covering map
p : SU(2) → SO(3) is two-to-one. In the former case, as
SU(2) is simply connected, a closed loop in SU(2) can al-
ways be contracted to a point. This means that the homo-
topy equivalence class of the original loop is a trivial element
of π1(SO(3)). In the latter case, on the other hand, as the
two end points of the lifted open line in SU(2) have a fixed
L2-norm 2
√
2, it cannot be smoothly contracted to a point by
deforming the original loop in SO(3) continuously. This cor-
responds to the case when the original loop corresponds to a
non-trivial element of π1(SO(3)). As π1(SO(3)) = Z2, the
shape of the lifted line (closed or open) gives sufficient in-
formation for the homotopy equivalence class of the original
loop.
Fig. 3(b, e) show the lifted Euler angles of AFB(k) for the
6-band model with the NSs in Fig. 3(a, d). The case with
different (same) lifted Euler angles at θ = 0 and θ = 2π
corresponds to c1D = 1 (c1D = 0). Here θ parametrizes the
black dotted circle. In Fig. 3(c, f), we plot the components of
the highest occupied states |uocc1 〉 computed on a small black
circle parametrized by θ′ ∈ [0, 2π] inside the NS shown in
Fig. 3(a, d). The opposite signs of |uocc1 〉 at θ′ = 0 and 2π
in Fig. 3(c) indicate the presence of a NL between occupied
bands, marked by a blue dot in Fig. 3(a), which again confirms
the linking structure of DCNSs. It is straightforward to extend
the above idea to general 2N -band systems, as discussed in
SM.
Discussion.— DCNSs in class D superconductors also ex-
hibit linking structure with NPs below EF [29]. As shown
in [29], the 2D charge c2D (c̃2D) of the NS (NP) satisfies
c2D = −2c̃2D. As c̃2D can be nonzero when NPs exist below
EF , inside the NS, a NS with nonzero c2D always accom-
panies NPs inside it, demonstrating the linking structure in
Fig. 1(c).
To conclude, we have established the linking structure of
DCNSs in class BDI superconductors. Combining the related
works on class AI [26, 27], CI [26, 27], D [29], we have com-
pleted the fundamental relation between the doubly charged
nodes and their linking structures based on the AZ + I classi-
fication. As there are various doubly charge nodal structures
in systems with dimension d > 3 [40], investigating possible
linking structures of higher-dimensional gapless topological
states is an interesting direction for future study.
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S1. CLASS BDI
A. Topological charges of class BDI
Let us first consider the nodal surface which generally has a
cylindrical shape shown in Fig. S1. The nodal surface has two
types of topological charges: a 0D charge and a 1D charge.
FIG. S1. Schematic description of the manifold enclosing a node on
which the primary and the secondary topological charges are defined.
A nodal structure (an enclosing manifold) is depicted in red (green).
The 0D charge can be defined as follows. Due to the sym-
metry C = σz , the Hamiltonian H(k), which is a 2N × 2N







where A(k) denotes an N × N real matrix. The 0D charge
cBDI(S
0) is defined using A(k) as
cBDI(S
0) = sign{detA(kin) · detA(kout)}, (S2)
where S0 = {kin,kout} and kin (kout) indicates a momentum
inside (outside) the nodal surface [29].
The definition of the 0D charge can be understood in terms
of a band inversion process across the nodal surface. Suppose
there are N occupied bands and N unoccupied bands, and
the energies of unoccupied bands {Enk} (n = 1, · · · , N) are
aligned as 0 ≤ E1k ≤ · · · ≤ ENk. Since {H(k), C} = 0,
for each occupied state |uoccnk〉 with the energy −Enk, there is
a relevant unoccupied state |uunoccnk 〉 ∝ C|uoccnk〉 with the energy


















nk〉(n = 1, · · · , N) are N -dimensional vec-






mk〉 = δnm. Using







Suppose that, at one side of the nodal surface, the highest
occupied state |uocc1k 〉 and the lowest unoccupied state |uunocc1k 〉
are given by Eq. (S3). If there is a band inversion across the
nodal surface, |uocc1k 〉 and |uunocc1k 〉 at the other side of the nodal


































mality condition, detA(k) for Eq. (S4), (S6) should be ei-
ther E1 · · ·EN or −E1 · · ·EN . The signs of the determinants







. For example, for Eq. (S4), the deter-








have the same orientation. Regardless of the relative orienta-
tion between these bases, however, detA(k)s for Eq. (S4) and
(S6) have the opposite signs. Therefore cBDI(S0) = −1 when
there is a band inversion across the nodal surface.
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In fact, the band inversion between the highest occupied
band and the lowest unoccupied band is the only allowed
change of the eigenstates across the nodal surface. At the
nodal surface, both the energy of the highest occupied state
and that of the lowest unoccupied state are zero. This means
that the highest occupied state and lowest unoccupied state
can be discontinuous across the nodal surface. On the other
hand, the other states change continuously across the nodal
surface because their energies are generally non-degenerate at
the nodal surface. Then the highest occupied and lowest unoc-
cupied states at one side of the nodal surface is given by linear
combinations of them at the other side of the nodal surface.
But not all linear combinations are possible as T and C sym-
metries have to be satisfied. Considering these symmetries,
we can find that a band inversion is the only possible change
of the eigenstates across the nodal surface.
Now let us consider the 1D charge of the nodal surface. For
this, we first consider the spectral flattening of the Hamilto-
nian by smoothly deforming the band structure so that all the
energies E1k, · · · , ENk become 1. After the flattening, A(k)
in Eq. (S4) becomes an element of O(N). Then the 1D charge
cBDI(S








Here AFB is an off-diagonal block of the flattened Hamil-






means the homotopy equiv-
alence class within the N -dimensional orthogonal group.
In the case of the nodal line below the Fermi level, there are
two different ways of describing its 1D charge. One is to take
the representation T = K so that the eigenstates become real-
valued. For a nodal line formed between two occupied bands
|uoccn,k〉 and |uoccn+1,k〉, its topological charge can be defined on
a circle, enclosing the nodal line, which is parametrized by
an angle θ ∈ [−π, π]. If we assume that the state |uocci,k 〉 (i =
n, n+1) changes continuously for θ ∈ (−π, π), the following
relation should be satisfied at θ = ±π [27],
|uocci,π 〉 = ±|uocci,−π〉. (S8)
When the state |uocci,k 〉 changes discontinuously (continuously)
at θ = ±π, |uocci,k 〉 does (does not) undergo an orientation-
reversal on S1, which indicates the nontrivial (trivial) 1D
topological charge of the nodal line [27].
The second way is to choose a smooth complex gauge and
compute the winding number of the eigenstates. Consider
an effective Hamiltonian of two occupied bands |uoccn,k〉 and
|uoccn+1,k〉,
Heff(k) = |uoccn,k〉〈uoccn,k| − |uoccn+1,k〉〈uoccn+1,k|. (S9)
Since the eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are±1, there can be





0. One can show that the effective Hamiltonian of 4-band
model has an effective chiral symmetry. Focusing on the 4-
band model, we can get the off-diagonal block Aeff(k) of the
effective Hamiltonian after appropriate basis transformation.












where S̃1 is a circle encircling the nodal line between two
occupied bands |uoccn,k〉 and |uoccn+1,k〉. In Sec III.B, we show
that c̃1D is quantized in the 4-band model.
B. Linking structure of class BDI
1. Case of 4 bands
Let us consider a 4-band model with energies ±E1, ±E2
(0 ≤ E1 ≤ E2). Corresponding A(k) can be parametrized by





sin θ(k) cos θ(k)










where detA±(k) = ±E1E2. We note that two Hamiltonians
described by A+(k) and A−(k), respectively, are related by
a band inversion between |uocc1k 〉 and |uunocc1k 〉, and the corre-
sponding band crossing points form a nodal surface. This is
consistent with the fact that the 0D charge of the nodal surface
is given by Eq. (S2).
To determine the 1D charge of the the nodal surface, we as-
sume that the Hamiltonian outside (inside) the nodal surface
is described by A−(k) (A+(k)). After flattening the Hamil-








dk · ∇θ(k) (S12)
where S1 is a circle surrounding the nodal surface.
Now let us show that the 1D charge cBDI(S1) of the nodal
surface is identical to the 1D charge c̃1D of a nodal line formed
between occupied bands, which is inside the nodal surface.
Since A+(k) is an off-diagonal block of the Hamiltonian
defined inside the nodal surface, c̃1D can be determined by
A+(k) and the corresponding occupied states |uocc1,2k〉. The
winding number of the nodal line formed between occupied
bands can be evaluated using an effective two-band Hamilto-
nian given by
Heff(k) = |uocc1k 〉〈uocc1k | − |uocc2k 〉〈uocc2k |. (S13)
Plugging the explicit form of |uocc1,2k〉 into Eq. (S13), we find
that Heff(k), expressed in terms of θ and φ, has an effective
chiral symmetry so that it can be transformed to a block off-


























dk · ∇θ(k), (S15)
where S̃1 is a circle surrounding the nodal line inside the nodal
surface. Since θ(k) is continuously defined across the nodal
surface, c̃1D(S̃1) and cBDI(S1) are the same.
To confirm that the doubly charged nature of the nodal sur-
face is originated from its linking structure with nodal lines
between occupied bands, we have to show that the nontriv-
ial c̃1D(S̃1) arises from the nodal line between the occupied
bands. At each nodal line, A+(k) is θ-independent because
E1 = E2. This means that, inside the nodal surface, θ can
have non-trivial winding around the nodal line. On the other
hand, θ cannot have non-trivial winding inside the nodal sur-
face when there isn’t any nodal lines because the Hamiltonian
always has well-defined θ dependent term inside the nodal
surface. Therefore, c̃1D(S̃1) can be non-trivial only if S̃1 sur-
rounds a nodal line inside the nodal surface.
2. Cases of 2N bands (N > 2)
Now we consider general the cases of 2N bands with N >
2. On both sides of the nodal surface, the possible forms of
A(k) are described by Eq. (S4) and (S6). After flattening the
energy spectrum, the corresponding off-diagonal blocks of a













FB(k)) corresponds to the Hamiltonian de-
fined inside (outside) of the nodal surface. It is obvious that
AFB(k) changes discontinuously across the nodal surface.












which is defined inside the nodal surface. A′FB(k) and
A−FB(k) have the same form but are defined in different re-
gions of the momentum space, i.e., inside and outside the
nodal surface, respectively.
To evaluate the 1D charge of the nodal surface, let us con-
sider a circle S1 surrounding it. The 1D charge is given by the
homotopy equivalence class of A−FB(k) defined on the cir-
cle S1. As noted above, A−FB(k) defined outside the nodal
surface is continuously connected with A′FB defined inside
the nodal surface. Hence, the 1D charge defined in terms
of A−FB(k) outside the nodal surface can be equivalently de-









where S′1 is a circle inside the nodal surface, which is ob-
tained by deforming S1 continuously.
Now we ask whether S′1 can be shrunk to a point while
keeping A′FB well-defined on it. In general, such a smooth
deformation is impossible when there is a nodal line inside
S′1 at the energy satisfying −E1 = −E2. This is because
|uocc1k 〉 and |uocc2k 〉 cannot be uniquely specified at the nodal
line due to the degeneracy so that A′FB cannot be defined as
well [see Eq. (S17)]. Let us note that the presence of other
nodal lines at the energy −En = −En+1 (n > 1) does not
affect A′FB(k).
Let us shrink S′1 encircling the nodal line at the energy
satisfying −E1 = −E2, and see how A′FB(k) changes on
S′1. There are two possible behaviors of A′FB(k) expected
on S′1 : staying nearly constant or oscillating prominently
along S′1. In the former case, the homotopy equivalence class
of A′FB defined on S
′1 should be trivial, so that the 1D charge
of the nodal surface is trivial. On the other hand, in the latter
case, the homotopy equivalence class should be non-trivial.
Therefore, the 1D charge of the nodal surface is non-trivial.
In short, whether the 1D charge of the nodal surface is triv-
ial or not can be determined from the behavior of A′FB(k) on
a small circle encircling the nodal line at the energy satisfy-
ing −E1 = −E2 inside the nodal surface. Interestingly, this
information is sufficient to characterize the 1D charge of the
nodal surface because the fundamental group of the orthogo-
nal group is given by
π1(O(N)) = Z2, (S19)
when N > 2.
The off-diagonal block A+FB(k) of the flattened Hamil-
tonian is well-defined inside the nodal surface. Therefore,
A+FB(k) should be nearly constant along S
′1 when S′1 is suf-
ficiently close to the nodal line. As a result, one can consider
the homotopy equivalence class of A+FB(k) − A′FB(k), in-
stead of that of A′FB(k), to determine the 1D charge of the






the behavior of |u↑1k〉 and |u
↓
1k〉 along S′1 should determine
the 1D charge of the nodal surface.
If the circle S′1 encircles a nodal line between the topmost
and second topmost occupied bands, then |uocc1k 〉 undergoes
an orientation-reversal on S′1. Therefore, |u↑1θ〉 and |u
↓
1θ〉
also undergo orientation-reversals [see Eq. (S3)]. Here θ de-
notes the angle parametrizing S′1. From 〈u↑(↓)1θ |u
↑(↓)
1θ 〉 = 1,
it is easy to show that, for some i0 and j0, the i0-th compo-















∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1√N . (S21)
Since |u↑1θ〉 and |u
↓









cross 0 at some θ.
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Now let us consider an N × N matrix |u↑1θ〉〈u
↓
1θ| which
is proportional to A+FB(k) − A′FB(k). From Eq. (S8) and
(S21), one can see that the (i0, j0)-component of |u↑1θ〉〈u
↓
1θ|
oscillates between 0 and 1/N along S′1. This corresponds
to the case when the nodal surface carries a non-trivial 1D
charge.
C. Lattice model of class BDI
1. Constraints on the BdG Hamiltonian
In the context of the second quantization, a tight binding









where α and β are indices for orbital and spin degrees of free-
dom. If N is the number of orbital states used, α and β run
from 1 to 2N respectively. Here Hk is a 2N × 2N matrix
and it describes the band structure. Let us callHk as a normal
state Hamiltonian. Note thatHk = H†k due to the hermicity.
We can get a Hamiltonian for a superconductor by adding
a pairing field between electrons to the normal state Hamilto-
nian. Under the mean-field approximation, the Hamiltonian



























where ∆k is called by a gap function, which is a 2N × 2N
matrix. The gap function satisfies ∆k = −∆T−k due to the
fermionic statistics. This Hamiltonian HSC can be expressed





. The upper component cαk of
the Nambu spinor is the annihilation operator of an electron
with the orbital and spin degree of freedom α and the lower
component cα†−k of it is the annihilation operator of a hole with
the orbital and spin degree of freedom α. Let us call the free-
dom to choose the electron or hole as the particle-hole degree
of freedom.

















Here HBdG(k) is a 4N × 4N Bogoliubov–de Gennes(BdG)







Due to the particular form of the BdG Hamiltonian, it has a
particle-hole symmetry P ,
P = σxK, (S26)
where σx is a Pauli matrix acting on the particle-hole space.
If the system has the full spin-rotation symmetry, which is
true for class BDI, we can reduce the spin degrees of freedom
in the BdG Hamiltonian. In the particle-hole space, the spin-







Here si are Pauli matrices and they act on the spin degrees
of freedom. If the superconducting system has a full spin-
rotation symmetry, then [HBdG, Ji] = 0 for all i = x, y, z.
This condition changes a form of the BdG Hamiltonian to
HBdG(k) =

hk 0 0 δk
0 hk −δk 0
0 −δ∗−k −hT−k 0
δ∗−k 0 0 −hT−k
 , (S28)
where hk and δk are N × N matrices and act on the orbital
degrees of freedom. Switching the second and fourth lows
and columns, we can get a block diagonalized form of the
BdG Hamiltonian. Each block matrix gives the same second
quantized Hamiltonian due to the full spin-rotation symmetry.







Let us call this 2N × 2N matrix as a reduced BdG Hamilto-
nian. hk and δk inherit the hermicity of Hk and the property
of ∆k coming from the fermionic statistics; h
†




The reduced BdG Hamiltonian has a similar form compar-
ing with the BdG Hamiltonian and we can find a particle-
hole symmetry Pr for the reduced BdG Hamiltonian, which
is given by
Pr = iryK, (S30)
where ry is a Pauli matrix acting on the reduced particle-hole
space. We can check that this particle-hole symmetry satisfies
P2r = −1.
To make a BdG Hamiltonian with full spin-rotation sym-
metry belong to class BDI, we impose three conditions on the
BdG Hamiltonian [29]; (i) the system has an inversion sym-
metry I. (ii) it has a time reversal symmetry. (iii) the parity of
the gap function is odd. The full rotation symmetry of the BdG
Hamiltonian imposes the particle-hole symmetry P̃ . Consid-
ering P̃ acting on the block diagonalized BdG Hamiltonian
whose the first block is the reduced BdG Hamiltonian, we can








Here Pr is the reduced particle-hole symmetry which is given
by Eq. (S30). On the other hands, we can consider P̃ acting
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on the spin space and particle-hole space. In this case, P̃ is
given by
P̃ = iσx ⊗ syK, (S32)
where σi, sj are the Pauli matrices which are acting on the
particle hole space and spin space, respectively.
The inversion operator I of the BdG Hamiltonian can be
expressed using the inversion operator In of the normal state






= σz ⊗ In. (S33)
Note that the minus sign of the In at the second diagonal block
comes from the condition (iii). Since In operates on the nor-
mal state Hamiltonian, In acts on both the orbital and spin de-
grees of freedom. On the spin degrees of freedom, however,
In is a trivial operator. Therefore, In is block-diagonalized in
the spin degrees of freedom,
In = s0 ⊗ Io. (S34)
Io is an inversion operator acting on the orbital degrees of
freedom. From Eq. (S32) and Eq. (S33), (P̃I)2 = 1.
From IHBdG(k)I−1 = HBdG(−k), we can deduce inver-
sion symmetry constraints on hk and δk;
IohkI−1o = h−k, (S35)
IoδkI−1o = −δ−k. (S36)
2. Lattice model of a 4-band BdG Hamiltonian
Here, we explain the 4-band lattice model in the main text.
We first introduce a 4-band BdG Hamiltonian belonging to
class BDI on the AA-stacked honeycomb layers. The lattice
is made by stacking honeycomb layers with same distance
and without any translation along in-plane direction [see Fig.












a, R3 = (0, 0, c), (S37)
where a is a distance between the nearest neighboring atoms
in the plane and c is a distance between the layers. And rel-
ative position vectors t1,2,3 between the nearest neighboring











a, t3 = (−a, 0, 0). (S38)
For the convenience to write the equations, we define relative
position vectors T1,2,3 between the next nearest neighboring











a, T3 = (0,−
√
3a, 0). (S39)
FIG. S2. Shrinking the nodal surface. The black line is the First
Brillouin zone and the blue dot is the nodal line and the red lines are
the nodal surface. All of the figures are evaluated on kz = 0 plane.
(a), (b), (c) are evaluated for E0 = −0.6,−1.5,−3, respectively.
We add an s orbital at each atomic position which is repre-
sented by black dots in Fig. 2 (a), (b).
We consider the on-site energy Eon which is the same for
all s orbitals and the intra-layer nearest-neighbor hopping with
an amplitude t and the inter-layer nearest-neighbor hopping
with an amplitude tz . They produce a normal state Hamilto-
nian,




(cos(k · ti)τx + sin(k · ti)τy) , (S40)
where τi are Pauli matrices acting on the orbital degree of free-
dom. This system has the C6 rotation symmetry, the inversion
symmetry and the time-reversal symmetry. In particular, the
inversion symmetry is represented by I = τx and the time-
reversal symmetry is represented by T = K. If we consider a
2× 2 reduced gap function δ2(k) which is given by
δ2(k) = ψ0τz, (S41)
where ψ0 is a real-valued s-wave order parameter, then δ2(k)
is time-reversal symmetric and satisfies Eq. (S36). This means
that the reduced BdG Hamiltonian constituted by h2(k) and
δ2(k) belongs to the class BDI.
This reduced BdG Hamiltonian has two symmetries,
T = τx ⊗ r0K, B = iτx ⊗ ryK, (S42)
where τi, rj are Pauli matrices and τi act on the orbital degrees
of freedom and ri act on the reduced particle-hole space.
In the main text, we consider two sets of the parame-
ters. The only difference between the parameters’ sets is Eon.
When Eon changes from−0.5 to−3, while the other parame-
ters are fixed, the nodal surfaces merge and then disappear, see
Fig. S2. We can see that the doubly charged nodal surfaces can
be disappeared after merging together, although the doubly
charged nodal surface cannot be disappeared alone. Note that
the nodal surfaces merge atEon ≈ −0.67 and the single nodal
surface enclosing the BZ center disappears at Eon ≈ −2.8
3. Lattice model of a 6-band BdG Hamiltonian
We expand the 4 bands BdG Hamiltonian to a 6 bands BdG
Hamiltonian by adding one more s orbital inside the unit cell
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of the crystal structure of the 4 bands model. It is located at the
middle of the adjacent honeycomb layers and at the center of
the honeycomb structure at the top viewpoint. For the added
orbital, we consider the on-site energy E′on and the nearest-
neighbor hopping between the added orbital and the orbital in
the honeycomb layers with an amplitude t′. Then 3×3 normal









where h2(k) is the 2 × 2 normal state Hamiltonian before















where tz = (0, 0, c/2). This tight binding Hamiltonian has
the inversion symmetry and the time-reversal symmetry. The
inversion symmetry operator I is given by
I =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 , (S47)
and the time-reversal symmetry T is given by K. We con-
sider the time-reversal symmetric reduced gap function δ3(k)





where δ2(k) is the 2× 2 gap function given by Eq. (S41) and
ψ′0 is another s-wave order parameter.
4. 1D charge calculation of the 2N-band model
The 1D charge of the 2N-band case is defined by the ho-
motopy equivalence class of AFB(k) ∈ SO(N). Similar to
SO(3), an arbitrary element of SO(N) can be represented by
generalized N(N− 1)/2 Euler angles. Here, We consider the
passive transformation. AFB(k) can be determined by speci-
fying howAFB(k) transforms the standard orthonormal basis





We are going to represent AFB(k) by a product of rotation
matrices Mi ∈ SO(N) (i = 1, · · · ,N− 1). The first rotation
matrix M1 turns the basis {ei} into the other basis {e1i }. And





The second rotation matrix M2 turns the basis {e1i } into the
other basis {e2i }. And we are going to set M2 to make the








Like this, we will define all the matrices Mi so that
AFB(k) = MN−1 · · ·M2M1. (S52)
Let us consider M1 first. The N-dimensional unit vector eNN





2 · · · sinαNN−1e1
+ cosαN1 sinα
N
2 · · · sinαNN−1e2
+ cosαN2 · · · sinαNN−1e3
+ · · ·+ cosαNN−1eN. (S53)




−1, if i = n, j = m,
1, if i = m, j = n,
0, otherwise,
(S54)
where i < j. Note that the matrix exponential eθLij of a gen-
erator Lij is an element of the Lie group SO(N) and eθLij is a
counter-clockwise rotation of the basis vectors ei, ej through




2 L23 · · · e−α
N
N−1LN−1,N , (S55)







To define M2, we are going to represent eNN−1 using the
basis {e1i } first. Since eNN−1 and eNN are orthogonal, eNN−1 can
be written by the linear combination of the N− 1 basis vectors
e11, · · · , e1N−1. Similar to Eq. (S53), eNN−1 can be defined by
























+ · · ·+ cosαN−1N−2e
1
N−1. (S57)












e1i [M2]i,N−1 = e
N
N−1. (S59)







Following these steps, we get the rotation matrices
M1, · · · ,MN−1 satisfying Eq. (S52). The N(N− 1)/2 angles
αij (i > j) are the generalized Euler angles of SO(N) [41].
The next step is lifting AFB(k) in SO(N) to Spin(N)
which is a doubly covering space of SO(N). Lifting AFB(k)
replaces αij in each Mk by α̃
i
j ∈ [0, 4π]. Also, we have to






where Γi (i = 1, · · · ,N) are gamma matrices of dimensions
2[N/2]×2[N/2] which mutually anti-commute, i.e. {Γi,Γj} =
2δij [25].
S2. CLASS D
In class D, we have B2 = 1. We represent this symmetry
as a complex conjugation operator K. From this symmetry,
we can deduce the nodal structure of class D. Consider an
effective 2-band Hamiltonian,
Heff(k) = E0(k)12×2 + hx(k)σx + hy(k)σy + hz(k)σz,
(S62)
which describing the neighborhood of a node. Here
E0(k), hx,y,z(k) are real-valued functions. Like class BDI,
there is a symmetry which is anti-commuting with a Hamil-
tonian: {H(k),B} = 0. This makes a nodal structure at
E0 = 0 and that at E0 6= 0 different.
If E0 = 0, hx = hz = 0 due to B = K. Then there is one
constraint on the node, which is hy = 0. Therefore, the node
at the Fermi level is a surface in 3D momentum space.
If E0 6= 0, this type of nodes should appear between
occupied bands or unoccupied bands. Since B is anti-
commute with the Hamiltonian, B does not constrain on the
nodal structure at E0 6= 0. This means that a node between
occupied bands or unoccupied bands is a point.
A. Topological charges of class D
Focusing on the node at EF , we can find two types of topo-
logical charges; a 0D charge and a 2D charge. The 0D charge
is defined by the Pfaffian of the Hamiltonian. Due to the sym-
metry B, the Hamiltonian H is purely imaginary. Then H
should be skew-symmetric,
HT = H∗ = −H. (S63)
Since B makes the Hamiltonian even dimensional, iH is a
skew-symmetric and even-dimensional real matrix.
For a skew-symmetric and even-dimensional matrix, we
can define the Pfaffian of the matrix [29]. For a given 2N×2N
skew-symmetric matrix A, we can always find an orthogonal









In that case, the Pfaffian Pf(A) of A is given by
∏N
n=1 an.
Since the flat-band Hamiltonian HFB is also a skew-
symmetric and even-dimensional matrix, Pf [iHFB] can be
defined.
The Pfaffian Pf[iHFB] is related to the determinant




For the HFB with 2N bands, det[HFB] = (−1)N because
there are N bands with an energy 1 and the other N bands
with an energy −1. Therefore, Pf[iHFB] should be ±1. And
the boundary of each sector with Pf[iHFB] = ±1 appears
when the gap is closed. From these facts, we can define the
0D charge of the node by
cD(S
0) = Pf [iHFB(k1)] · Pf [iHFB(k2)] ∈ {−1, 1},
(S66)
where S0 = {k1,k2} and k1 and k2 locate on the opposite
sides of the node.
Similar to class BDI, the 0D charge can be explained by
a band inversion across the nodal surface. For an occupied
state |uoccnk 〉with an energy−Enk, there is an unoccupied state
|uunoccnk 〉 ∝ B|uoccnk 〉 with an energy Enk. We can express















where |urn〉 and |uin〉 are real-valued vectors. It fol-
lows from the orthonormal condition of the eigenstates that{
|urn〉, |uin〉 : n = 1, · · ·N
}
satisfies the orthonormal condi-
tion, too. Changing the basis from {|uoccn 〉, |uunoccn 〉} to{
|urn〉, |uin〉
}









In this basis, iHFB is block-diagonalized. If we set an order






. Therefore, Pf [iHFB] = 1.
Suppose that there is a band inversion between the highest
occupied band and lowest unoccupied band across the nodal
surface. This results in adding a minus sign to |ui1〉. Then
iH ′FB after a band inversion is given by
iH ′FB = O
T · iHFB ·O, (S70)
where O is an orthogonal matrix which changes the sign of
|ui1〉. The well-known identity of Pfaffian is given by
Pf[OT · iHFB ·O] = detO · Pf[iHFB], (S71)
which shows that Pf[iHFB] has to change its sign across the
nodal surface when there is a band inversion. Note that, across
the nodal surface, the only allowed change for eigenstates is
a band inversion between the highest occupied state and low-
est unoccupied state. The main reason is almost the same as
that of class BDI: the symmetry B does not allow to mix the
highest occupied state and lowest unoccupied state across the
nodal surface.
The 2D charge of class D is defined by the Chern number.
Consider a sphere S2 surrounding a nodal surface. Then the









d2k · ∇k ×Aoccn (k), (S72)
where Aoccn (k) = 〈uoccn (k)|∇k|uoccn (k)〉 is the Berry connec-
tion of n-th occupied band [29]. We can express the 2D charge








2) is the Chern number of the n-th occupied
band over the sphere S2.
The topological charge of a nodal point between the oc-
cupied bands can be defined using Chern numbers of each
band. For a nodal point between n-th and n + 1-th occupied
bands, we can get non-trivial Chern numbers coccA,n(S
2) and
coccA,n+1(S
2) of n-th and n + 1-th occupied bands, where S2
surrounds the nodal point.
B. Linking structure of class D









where S2out is a sphere surrounding the nodal surface. For
n ≥ 2, the n-th occupied band is continuous across the nodal








where S2in is a sphere inside the nodal surface. However, the
case of n = 1 is different. Due to the band inversion across
the nodal surface, the Chern number of the highest occupied








Using the symmetry B, we can deduce a simple relation be-
tween the Chern number of the unoccupied band and that of
the occupied band. Since |uunoccnk 〉 ∝ B|uoccnk 〉, the Berry con-




= Aunoccn . (S77)




= ∇k〈uoccn |uoccn 〉 =
0 from the normalization of the occupied state. The above
two equations say that the Chern number of the n-th occu-
pied band has a different sign comparing with that of the n-th
unoccupied band,
cunoccA,n (S
2) = −coccA,n(S2). (S78)
To sum up, the 2D charge of the nodal surface is given by
cD(S
2












in) = 0 because there
is no nodal surface inside S2in. Consequently,
cD(S
2
out) = −2coccA,1(S2in). (S80)
Therefore, the 2D charge of the nodal surface comes from
the Chern number of the highest occupied band inside the
node [29].
C. Lattice model of class D
We start from a BdG Hamiltonmian (S25). To make a BdG
Hamiltonian belonging to class D, we impose four conditions
on a BdG Hamiltonian; (i) the system has an inversion sym-
metry. (ii) a parity of a gap function is even. (iii) there is
no time-reversal symmetry. (iv) there is no spin-rotation sym-
metry [29]. From the conditions (i) and (ii), we can deduce
that
IHkI−1 = H−k, (S81)
I∆kI−1 = ∆−k, (S82)
where I is an inversion symmetry operator of the normal state
Hamiltonian. From the condition (i), the BdG Hamiltonian
has a symmetry B = PI, where P is the particle-hole sym-
metry which is Eq. (S26). From the conditions (ii) and (iii),
B2 = 1.
We made a simple tight binding model to check the linking
structure in class D. The tight binding model is constructed
on the AA-stacked honeycomb layers which is the same lat-
tice as 4 bands modal of class BDI. An s orbital is located at
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FIG. S3. Topological charges of the nodes of the 8 bands BdG
Hamiltonian belonging to class D. (a) The first Brillouin zone and
the nodal surface. The red surfaces are the nodal surface. (b) One
of the nodal surface. The blue dot inside the surface is a nodal
point between the topmost occupied band and the second topmost
occupied band. (c) A cross section of nodal structure of (a) at
kzc/2π = 0.293. The light red(white) region is where the Pfaf-
fian of iHFB is positive(negative). (d) Winding of the Berry phase
on a sphere surrounding the nodal surface in (b). γ(S1θ ) is the Berry
phase of a band along a parallel of latitude with a latitude θ. The
values of straight lines are calculated outside the nodal surface and
those of the dashed line are calculated inside the nodal surface. The
green line corresponds to the topmost occupied band and the sec-
ond topmost occupied band and the blue line corresponds to the third
topmost occupied band and the fourth topmost occupied band. The
dashed orange line corresponds to the topmost occupied band.
each atomic position and all the orbitals are the same. Inside
the layer, we consider the on-site energy, the nearest-neighbor
hopping and the next nearest-neighbor hopping with the am-
plitudes Eon, t1, t2, respectively. These parameters make a
tight binding HamiltonianH1(k),
H1(k) =(Eon + 2t2
3∑
i=1




(cos(k · ti)τx + sin(k · ti)τy) , (S83)
where σi, τj are the Pauli matrices and act on the spin de-
gree of freedom and the orbital degree of freedom, respec-
tively. We also consider the spin-orbit coupling between the
next nearest neighboring atoms with an amplitude vz . This




sin(k ·Ti)σz ⊗ τz. (S84)
Due to this term, the only left spin-rotation symmetry is σz .
Between the layers, we only consider the nearest-neighbor
hopping with an amplitude tz and the tight binding Hamil-
tonianH3(k) resulting from tz is given by
H3(k) = 2tz cos(k ·R3)σ0 ⊗ τ0. (S85)
The total tight binding Hamiltonian H(k) =
∑3
i=1Hi(k)
has the inversion symmetry I, the time-reversal symmetry T
and U(1) spin-rotation symmetry σz . The inversion symmetry
and time-reversal symmetry are represented by
I = σ0 ⊗ τx, (S86)
T = iσy ⊗ τ0K, (S87)
where K is the complex conjugation operator. Since class
D does not have the time-reversal symmetry and the spin-
rotation symmetry, we break them by adding appropriate gap
functions.




e2nπi/3 cos(k ·Tn)(iσy)⊗ τ0, (S88)
∆2(k) = dz sin(2k ·R3)(σx − iσy)(iσy)⊗ τz. (S89)
Since the point group of the lattice is D6h, each gap func-
tion belongs to one of the representation of D6h. ∆1(k) is a
spin-singlet pairing function belonging to E2g representation
and ∆2(k) is a spin-triplet pairing function belonging to E1u
representation [29, 39].
We can easily check that ∆1(k) breaks the time-reversal
symmetry and ∆2(k) breaks U(1) spin-rotation symmetry σz .
Also, the parity of each gap function is even. This means that
the gap function ∆(k) = ∆1(k)+∆2(k) turns the tight bind-
ing Hamiltonian H(k) into the BdG Hamiltonian belonging
to class D. And the symmetry B is given by
B = sx ⊗ τxK. (S90)
We set the parameters by
Eon = −4, t1 = −1, t2 = −0.5,
tz = −0.7, vz = 0.5, (S91)
ψ0 = 0.3, dz = 0.5.
These parameters make tiny nodal surfaces at the edge of
the first Brillouin zone which is a hexagonal prism, which are
illustrated in Fig. S3 (a). We illustrate one of the nodal sur-
faces at Fig. S3 (b). The red sphere is the nodal surface. Inside
the sphere, there is a nodal points between the topmost occu-
pied band and the second topmost occupied band, which is a
blue dot in Fig. S3 (b).
To check the linking structure between the nodal surface
and the nodal point, we first check the 0D charge of the nodal
surface. The result of the Pfaffian calculation is illustrated at
Fig. S3 (c). There is a cross section of the nodal surface at
kz = 0.293 · (2π/c). The light red(white) region is where
Pf[iHFB] is positive(negative). Since the sign of Pf[iHFB] is
changed across the nodal surface, its 0D charge is non-trivial.
The next step is calculating the 2D charge of the nodal sur-
face, which is given by Eq. (S73). We calculate the Chern
number coccA,n(S
2) of the n-th occupied band using the Berry
phase of the band on S2. The Berry curvature Foccn (k) =
∇k ×Aoccn (k) of the n-th occupied band is well-defined over
the S2 because the n-th occupied band is gapped from the
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other bands on S2. Therefore, we can get coccA,n(S
2) by cal-
culating a surface integral of Foccn (k) over a pierced S
2, i.e.
S2−{x1, · · · , xn} where x1, · · · , xn ∈ S2. Let us pierce S2
in its north pole and south pole. Using the Stokes’ theorem,











where S1θ=0(π) is a tiny circle surrounding the north(south)
pole and γn(S1) is the Berry phase of the n-th occupied band





dl ·Aoccn (k). (S93)
Let us denote a circle, which is a parallel of S2 with a latitude













which means that we can calculate coccA,n(S
2) by evaluating the
difference between γn(S1θ=π) and γn(S
1
θ=0) while θ changes
from 0 to π.
We illustrate γn(S1θ ) for θ ∈ [0, π] in Fig. S3 (d). To calcu-
late the 2D charge of the nodal surface, the Chern numbers
of the occupied bands outside the nodal surface is needed.
We display the γn(S1θ ) calculated outside the nodal surface
as the straight lines. The green line corresponds to the γ1(S1θ )





θ ). We can check that the green line is increasing and
winds from π to −π one time. Therefore, the 2D charge of
the nodal surface is 2.
The Chern number of the highest occupied band inside the
nodal surface can be similarly calculated. The dashed orange
line in Fig. S3 (d) corresponds to γ1(S1θ ) inside the nodal
surface. It is decreasing and winds one time from −π to π,
which means that the Chern number of the highest occupied
band inside the nodal surface is −1. Therefore, we can check
that the linking structure in class D, which is Eq. (S80), is
satisfied in this model.
